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SCOTSMAN’S BRILLIANCE® NUGGET ICE MACHINE DELIVERS— 
ORIGINAL CHEWABLE ICE® FOR HOME ENTERTAINING 
Brilliance SCN60 Nugget Ice Machine delivers ice your guests crave 

VERNON HILLS, Ill.—The SCN60 Nugget Ice Machine from Scotsman puts the power of one of America’s favorite 

ice forms to work for those entertaining at home. Guests can enjoy soft, chewable ice—the perfect companion for 

soft drinks and water, hot new on-trend nonalcoholic beverages, and classic or contemporary drinks containing 

alcohol. Nugget Ice is unique in that it’s pervasive within a drink. The small, irregular cube size allows it to 

permeate a beverage, cooling it evenly. The softer nature of the ice allows it to absorb flavor notes from other 

ingredients, balancing the overall taste. The Brilliance SCN60 has the ice-producing capacity to handle even the 

most demanding home entertaining scenarios, and its simple operating panel makes it easy for everyone in the 

family to use. To learn more about the Brilliance SCN60, visit Scotsman during KBIS at Booth #C8301.

The Brilliance SCN60 offers a variety of features and benefits for the Nugget Ice enthusiast: 

• The Original Chewable Ice invented by Scotsman

• Small footprint: 14.875-inches wide by 22.75-inches deep by 33.375-inches high

• Centrally located power cord on the back of the unit (115 Volts, 60Hz, 1 Phase)

• Produces up to 80 lbs. of ice in a 24-hour period

• Stainless-steel cabinet with unfinished front panel on some models so wood panels (from local

custom wood suppliers or from Scotsman) can be selected to best meet aesthetic needs

• Energy and water efficient

• Approved for outdoor use

• Easy-to-use control panel

• Lighted bin and self-closing door

• Available with built-in drain pump

About the Scotsman Brilliance Line 

The Scotsman Brilliance line of under-counter ice machines delivers crystal-clear, taste-free and odorless cubes 
or chewable nugget ice, giving anyone the chance to be an ultimate home mixologist. Outdoor models are also 
available. For more information on the Brilliance line, visit Booth #C8301 during KBIS, call 1-800-SCOTSMAN or 
visit www.scotsmanhomeice.com.  

About Scotsman Ice Systems 

As one of the world’s largest manufacturers of ice systems, with more than 300 models of ice machines, storage 
bins, and ice-and-water dispensers, Scotsman is dedicated to developing today’s most innovative ice solutions. 
Scotsman created the 15-inch consumer ice machine category 50 years ago, and the Brilliance® collection 
demonstrates continued innovation with more convenience, efficiency and reliability.  
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